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Abstract—In terms of social diversity and great attention paid to the problems of people social adaptation, who have disabilities and/or invalidity, and those, who don’t have them, increases the significance of students’ social-cultural competence. The aim: the model of inclusive educational environment of a higher educational establishment substantiation and description. The model, which is directed toward social-cultural competence development among all categories of students, as one of the inclusion introduction factors. Research methods: overview-analytical method; questionnaire survey among the subjects of educational process, experts examination of educational activity; inclusive educational environment modeling; quantitative analysis of results. Social-cultural competence is presented by a multi-level integrative personal characteristic, which allows organizing communication on the basis of social-cultural interaction. It includes social, personal and activity-based readiness of the subjects for interaction in terms of inclusion and is presented as a range of content-conceptual, behavioral and reflexive-estimating components. The sufficient level of subjects’ readiness to accept inclusion was revealed and it was taken into account during the model of inclusive educational environment creation as the factor of students’ social-cultural competence development. The author’s model is presented by interconnected components: target, contensive, organizational-technological and correctional-regulating. Perspectives directions of the model realization were substantiated: social-educational, resource and moderation. Carried out research broadens the range of scientific research works in the context of students’ social-cultural competence development problem and also gives new opportunities for effective inclusive educational practices creation and introduction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education of invalids and disabled people (DP) in terms of inclusion forms the most optimal condition for their successful socialization, which is proved by the research works of native and foreign scientists.

World experience proves the necessity to give this category of people qualitative education for a full-rate of participation in social life, which is achieved by the opportunity to get a job and promotion of inclusive society [18] on the basis of social model of disability [22]. Inclusion provides social-cultural real interaction organization between students and is directed toward socially important personal characteristics development. One of these characteristics is social-cultural competence. Social-cultural competence development among students, including disabled students, during professional training is one of the successful interpersonal communications factors and personal potentials and all students’ demands realization. This problem solution demands special inclusive educational environment modeling at professional colleges and at higher educational establishments. The barriers of inclusive education realization [4], which reflect insignificant level of subjects’ readiness to accept inclusion, make the process of effective inclusive environment creation difficult. It is important to create the model of inclusive educational environment and it defines the aim of this research work: to substantiate and describe the model of inclusive educational environment of a higher educational establishment, directed toward social-cultural competence development of all categories of students as one of the factors of inclusion acceptance.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Educational politics of the USA, Japan and European countries guarantees the availability of professional training for young people with invalidity and disability [2] taking into account their psychological-physiological peculiarities [6], which are known to all subjects of educational process [27]. Educational inclusion is considered as the most important mechanism of social inclusion. These ideas of educational environment social part are widely presented in foreign research works. Professional training provides this category of people inclusion into educational environment, in which their needs, abilities and individual characteristics are realized [9] and innovative forms of correctional support are used [7]. Social effectiveness of inclusive education [1] is possible in terms of “social-professional structure of society development” [8] and accepting invalids and people with disabilities as valuable members of society [36] providing psychological and pedagogical support of inclusive educational process [31], including social adaptation and rehabilitation of students [5]. Qualitative professional and
higher education and then professional activity are important factors of their successful socialization and a full-rate participation in all spheres of social life. Social experience development of all categories of young people, as U. Sharma and A. Das say, characterizes the effectiveness of inclusive education realization [37], which then guarantees financial independence of graduates with invalidity and disabilities in professional-personal self-actualization. The guarantees of equal access to qualitative education [15] are set by the international declarations and conventions [21], which pay great attention to ethnic groups and the representatives of the countries with low income level [29] in the epoch of educational system digitalization [34]. In students environment the strategies of inclusion are considered as the factors of all students categories success [32].

Nowadays apart from the necessity to provide social equality among all students, stressed by A. Ch. Armstrong, D. Armstrong, I. Spandagou [15], it is important to create innovative approaches to teaching in order to prevent any forms of discrimination concerning disabled people [38] and the ideas, mentioned by European agency of special and inclusive education development, promotion [20]. These approaches condition different forms of mutual education organization [30]. It is important, in the opinion of D. Hill and D. Brown, to involve students with disabilities into the process of aims setting and group decision making and also develop their skills of work self-organization [24] in inclusive educational environment, when the participants are ready to transfer from the traditional system of education [25] to broadening the participation of all subjects in education [35] and life of students with disabilities.

The success of socialization process, personal and educational needs development of invalids and people with disabilities depends on the attitude of all subjects of educational process to this category of people. In this case we deal with insufficient readiness of subjects of educational process to inclusion, the result of which is educational society creation, which is ready to support students with disabilities and encourage high results [19], achieved by all interested people [28] during the process of social experience gaining. This category of people acceptance by society is combined with the readiness to work in new conditions [13], where all subjects of educational process respect the individuality of the culture and cultural diversity of students [16; 17].

Inclusive educational process is oriented towards social-cultural dynamics [1], which provides experience improvement concerning, in the opinion of C. Forlin and T. Loremam, social-cultural context of students [21], which helps to accept the characteristics of multicultural society [10] with all its social-cultural traditions [29]. In this connection, in the opinion of E. L. Shackelford and M. Edmonds, it is important to take into account cultural differences and individual peculiarities of the process of interpersonal communications at all levels of education [36]. It is mentioned that social-cultural context plays the main role in defining the fact, whether there is inclusive education in several regions and countries of the world [30] or not, including developing countries [29]. Nowadays one of the priorities is teaching foreign students in terms of inclusion [23]. A. Soorenian underlines the importance of inclusive practices in terms of internationalized system of education during professional training, but at the same time he underlined the insufficient character of normative-juristic and methodical support, which is necessary for successful inclusion of disabled students into educational process [38]. These peculiarities also prove insufficient readiness of educational process subjects at professional colleges and higher educational establishments to successful organization of social interaction of students and disabled students.

Strategy of inclusive education is directed not only toward professional competencies mastering, but also toward social-cultural competence mastering, high level of which proves effective integration of invalids and disabled people into society. The formed competence is considered as intellectually and personally conditioned social-professional characteristic [3] and as the graduate’s competencies realization [12], which describes motivated skills [33] and the range of personal qualities, which are necessary for personal socially important productive activity realization [14]. At the same time, the stress is on personal human development as the subject of inclusive social-educational environment and as the personality, who has culture-oriented way of behavior in society [11]. Otherwise we can’t speak about effective inclusive educational environment modeling, which has to develop social-cultural competence of all students categories in the system of professional colleges and higher education. The structure of social-cultural competence of educational inclusion subjects can be offered as the range of content-conceptual, behavioral and reflexive-estimating components.

Literature analysis concerning theory and practice of inclusive education in Russia and foreign countries proves that insufficient attention is paid to the questions of readiness of educational environment subjects for inclusion as an optimal form of mutual education of disabled students and normative students. We also speak about readiness to develop social-cultural competence as an important personal characteristic, which conditions success of interpersonal communications in terms of multicultural society of educational inclusion.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The model of inclusive educational environment substantiation and description is connected with studying readiness of educational environment to develop students’ social-cultural competence. The directors and pedagogical staff, different categories of students, parents of students at professional colleges and higher educational establishments in Moscow region took part in the research work. General volume of sampling was 626 people, 262 of which are directors and pedagogical workers, 290 students (including 27 students-invalids and 38 disabled students), 74 parents (including 22 parents of students-invalids and disabled students).

In studying readiness level among the directors and pedagogical staff to develop students’ social-cultural competence in terms of inclusive educational environment we used the author methodologies, which analyze objective-spatial, social and activity-based higher educational
establishment environment organization [10]. The key point of the methodology of diagnosis is the author’s questionnaire, which has 3-point scale of estimation (low, average and high level of the diagnosed parameter). This questionnaire reflects the following parameters of readiness for professional development of students’ social-cultural competence:

- knowledge of the basis of special psychology and correctional pedagogics;
- knowledge of psychological-physiological characteristics in accordance with the kind of disability;
- knowledge of the peculiarities (pedagogical technologies) of interaction with disabled students and their parents;
- emotional acceptance of disabled students;
- the ability to involve disabled students into mutual activity;
- knowledge of the students’ individual educational route projection technologies and the ability to create it.

Readiness diagnostics among the directors and pedagogical staff for professional development of students’ social-cultural competence in terms of inclusive educational environment is also realized with the help of studying methodical projects of curator plans and meetings with parents.

A questionnaire survey among all participants of the educational process is held according to the following aspects: necessary knowledge concerning this problem (according to different nosologies); positive motivation for this form of education; readiness to realize mutual activity; knowing the ways, models of interaction.

IV. RESULTS

As results of review-analytical method use we gave the characteristic to inclusive educational environment, which provides professional development of students’ social-cultural competence.

In the context of the studied problem social-cultural competence is considered as a personal characteristic, determined by psychological readiness to realize cooperation during different problems solution, necessary socially significant moral-ethical mindsets and personality’s qualities.

Target component of the model is directed toward strategic aim, tactical objectives setting and operative actions concerning inclusive educational environment creation, which provides professional development of social-cultural competence among all categories of students as the main aim of the model. Tactical objective is readiness determination of educational process subjects to inclusion acceptance in the system of professional colleges and higher educational establishments.

Contensive component of the model is directed toward cognitive part of this system formation and theoretical aspects formation of interaction between the subjects of educational process in the context of the considered problem. This component includes the characteristics of inclusive educational environment, which provides students’ social-cultural competence development during their professional training; the content of social-cultural competence, presented in a form of the parts of subjects’ readiness to realize inclusion and the criteria of their formation level at the stages of studying inclusive educational environment: vertical and horizontal. Organizational-technological component includes the main approaches and principles of life realization among the subjects of educational relations in terms of inclusive educational environment.

Correctional-regulative component provides the model regulation and correction, regulates activity between all components in the set aim achievement.

Control-estimating component is directed toward the activity effectiveness analysis and estimation according to the main components of the model, the problems of its realization revelation and the resources of their leveling, conditions “a new turn” of model activity as a system. The following directions of the model realization were created: social-educational, resource and moderation.

Social-educational direction content includes social-psychological education, consulting, psychological-pedagogical support; communication trainings, personal growth trainings among all subjects of educational relations.

The essence of moderation is in the system of conditions creation and realization and inclusive educational environment of professional colleges and higher education influence, directed toward students’ social-cultural competence development; instruments (mechanisms, techniques, ways, technologies, ways of development, methodical support of professional development process on the basis of inclusion) development; activity projection and prediction; functional interconnection provision between all components of the model; information-methodical help organization.

Resource direction is aimed at the search and actualization of the complex of necessary external and internal resources of inclusive educational environment as the system in the planned results achievement – students’ social-cultural competence development during professional training.

The characteristics of the studied educational environment are defined in the research work. These characteristics correspond with the main level of educational process subjects’ readiness to accept inclusion during professional training. The characteristics reflect professional personal qualities study, attitude to inclusive educational environment at professional colleges and higher educational establishments and readiness to realize interpersonal communications in terms of inclusive educational environment. On the other hand, these characteristics correspond with the reconsidered content of social-cultural readiness of students, which includes personal, social and psychological readiness.
### Target component

- **aim**
- **tactical objectives**
- **theoretical-methodological basis of the model**

### Contensive component

- **characteristics of inclusive educational environment**
- **students’ social-cultural competence content**

### Organizational-technological component

- **approaches and principles**
- **stages of model realization**
- **organizational forms**
- **educational technologies**
- **directions of model realization**
- **organizational-pedagogical conditions**

### Correctional-regulative component

- **effectiveness criteria of the model introduction**
- **effectiveness levels of the model realization**
- **procedures of qualitative characteristics tracing**

### Control-estimating component

- **complex of measures concerning inclusive educational environment steadiness**
- **preventive measures creation**

---

**Fig. 1. Inclusive educational environment model, which provides professional development of students’ social-cultural competence**

V. **CONCLUSION**

The aim of inclusive educational environment functioning at professional colleges and higher educational establishments becomes not only training a student, who has the definite level of competence for successful work gaining and professional
self-realization, but also student’s persona; development as the subject of multicultural society, able to realize effective interpersonal communication in terms of social inclusion as an objective reality.

Insufficient level of readiness to professional development of students’ social-cultural competence, revealed as a result of author’s diagnostics, substantiated the necessity to authors modeling of inclusive educational environment. Taking its characteristics into consideration and the reconsidered content of the initial cpmpetence, which is presented by social, personal and psychological kinds of readiness, helped to create the model-schema of the corresponding process, which reveals professional-personal qualities, attitude to inclusive educational environment and readiness to interpersonal communications study in terms of inclusive educational environment at professional colleges and higher educational establishments.

Modeling inclusive educational environment, which provides professional development of social-cultural competence among students, is presented by the following components: target, contensive, organizational-technological, correctional-regulating and control-estimating. The studied modeling processes substantiation and description is necessary for all subjects of educational process, who work and study at professional colleges and higher educational establishments both in Russia and abroad. As foreign and native experience of educational inclusion realization demands development, then the received research results would enrich international theory and practice of professional training among disabled students.
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